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Protection de surpuissance locale
dans les reacteurs de puissance CANDU

par CM. Bailey, R.D. Foumier et FAR. Laratta

Resume

L'arr§t de protection de surpuissance locale dans un reacteur de puissance
CANDU protege le coeur contre la surpuissance du combustible qu'elle
resulte d'une pointe locale dans le coeur ou d'un transitoire de puissance
non contr&le. Cet expose donne un apercu des conditions de surete basees
sur la conception, du mat6riel qui sert a declencher I'arret et de la methode
et des procedures analytiques destinies a ('optimisation de la conception.
Concevoir I'arret de protection de surpuissance locale c'est choisir les
meilleurs emplacements et points de consigne et le meilleur acheminement
d'un jeu de detecteurs de flux auto-alimentes pour I'arret. Le rechaigement
en pleine marche, un coeur de r6acteur relativement grand et un grand nom-
bre et une grande varied de dispositifs de rgglage de la reactivity dans le
coeur du reacteur CANDU produisent un grand nombre de repartitions
possibles du flux et de la puissance qu'il faut prot6ger contre les sur-
puissances. Le probleme d'optimisation est defini par les contraintes
6conomiques et de surete et est r6solu a I'aide des techniques de reduction
bool6ennes. Une derniere 6tape est I'optimisation de la repartition de la
puissance du canal de reference.



Regional Overpower Protection
in CANDU Power Reactors

CM. Bailey, R.D. Fournier and F.A.R. Laratta

Abstract

The Regional Overpower Protection (ROP) trip in a CANDU power reactor pro-
tects the core against fuel overpowers, whether the result of local peaking
within the core or due to an uncontrolled power transient. This paper outlines
the design-basis safety requirements, the equipment used to provide the trip,
the analytical approach and procedures for design optimization.

To design the ROP trip means to select the optimum locations, trip setpoints
and channelization of a set of self-powered in-core flux detectors for the trip.
On-power fuelling, a relatively large reactor core, and the number and variety
of in-core reactivity control devices in the CANDU reactor result in a large
number of possible flux and power distributions which must be protected
against overpowers. The design optimization problem is defined by the safety
requirements and economic constraints, and is solved by Boolean reduction
techniques. A final step is optimization of the reference channel power
distribution.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

CANDU (1) power reactors are characterized by on-
power fuelling and a relatively large reactor core. These
factors result in a continuously changing burnup distri-
bution and a potential for slow flux and power oscilla-
tions due to xenon. Reactor control thus involves a
number of types of spatially-distributed reactivity con-
trol devices and spatial control in three dimensions us-
ing dual on-line computers. Combined, these factors
result in a need for protection against localized fuel
bundle and channel (2) overpowers throughout the core
for a wide variety of potential flux shapes.

To provide this protection, CANDU power reactors
are equipped with Regional Overpower Protection
(ROP) trip systems. There are two such ROP systems in
CANDU, one for each shutdown system. If either ROP
system senses an overpower condition in the reactor, it
immediately "trips" or actuates its associated shut-
down system, which then rapidly shuts down the reac-
tor.

An overpower is defined as a fuel bundle or channel
power in excess of specified safety-related limits.
These overpower limits are separate from and above
the normal operating limits on channel and bundle
powers.

The ROP trip has evolved from relatively simple
neutron overpower trips on earlier CANDU reactors to
comprehensive designs on current reactors.

The latest designs are the product of well-evolved
optimization techniques applied to the problem of pro-
viding protection for a wide variety of possible flux
shapes, while minimizing restrictions on reactor
operating margins. A subsequent probabilistic analysis
is used to assess the overall performance of the ROP
designs and the adequacy of the safety margins.

2.0 SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

2.1 Defense-in-Depth Approach
CANDU safety philosophy is based on a defense-in-
depth approach to limit the occurrence and conse-
quences of potentially unsafe conditions. Thus, there
are three separate reactor systems which independent-
ly act to prevent overpowers in the reactor fuel: the
Reactor Regulating System (RRS), which controls both
the distribution and overall level of neutron flux and
power within the core (i.e., spatial control and bulk reac-
tivity control); and two fully independent shutdown
systems - Shutdown System No. 1 (SDS1), and Shut-
down System No. 2 (SDS2).

Each shutdown system is actuated by a number of
process and neutronic trips, one of which is the
Regional Overpower trip. If due to an RRS failure, a
potential overpower arises in the core, each shutdown

system must be equally capable of detecting the condi-
tion and initiating a shutdown.

To assure their independence, the two shutdown
systems are required to be diverse in design and princi-
ple of operation, spatially separate and functionally
equivalent. For example, they use different shutdown
mechanisms - vertically oriented mechanical shutoff
rods, dropped under gravity, forSDSI, and liquid poison
injection via horizontal tubes for SDS2. (See Figures 1
and 2).

2.2 ROP Functional requirements
The function of the ROP systems is to protect the reac-
tor against overpowers in the reactor fuel, whether due
to a localized peak while the reactor as a whole remains
at normal power, or the result of an uncontrolled power
excursion due to a Loss-of-Reactivity-Control (LORC).

A LORC is a very unlikely occurrence in a CANDU
reactor. The reactor regulating system is designed to
have a high degree of reliability and availability. Two in-
dependent and identical computers are used to control
the reactor power level and spatial distribution (as well
as for other reactor and plant control functions). All
functions essential to reactor operation are incor-
porated in both computers, one being in control while
the other is in backup mode. Most potential failures of
the regulating programs result in a "fail-safe" condition,
the reactor automatically being shut down.

Despite this inherently fail-safe design, CANDU reac-
tors are provided with a variety of appropriate trip
parameters which will cause a reactor trip if Loss-of-
Reactivity-Control does occur. This include trip on high
log rate of increase of neutron power (fast LORCs), high
primary heat transport pressure (intermediate rate
LORCs), as well as the high neutron power or ROP trip.

ROP is the pr imal trip for slow LORCs, but also acts
as a backup trip for the more rapid transients. Because
of the flux detector response characteristics and the
lack of transport delays in transferring thermal power to
the coolant, the most restrictive LORC is a slow,
gradual increase in reactor power. Thus, the "slow"
LORC serves as a basis for design of the ROP systems.

In many types of Loss of Coolant accidents, voiding
of the in-core coolant produces a reactivity increase
and a rapid rise in bulk power. For such LOCAs, ROP
also yields an early and effective trip. Thus, ROP pro-
vides not only the basic protective trip during 'slow'
LORCs but also an effective backup trip signal in both
shutdown systems for other types of transients, such
as fast and intermediate rate LORCs and some Loss of
Coolant accidents.

In the operating reactor, variations from the nominal
flux and power distribution are normal and to be ex-
pected, and must be taken into account in the ROP
design. Aside from changes due to burnup and refuell-
ing, perturbed power shapes will occur during various
operating modes such as a startup after a short shut-
down (xenon override), withdrawal of adjuster rods, or
insertion of mechanical control absorbers. Other per-
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turbed power shapes would occur if a reactivity device
were to malfunction for some reason.

A LORC transient, if it were to occur, could happen
while the reactor is in one of these perturbed shapes.
Or, with a strongly peaked perturbation, overpower
limits could be exceeded locally while the reactor as a
whole remains at normal power. (This would require
temporary loss of spatial control and the flux-mapping
stepback function by the regulating system). In either
case, the ROP systems must trip the reactor before an
overpower occurs.

2.3 Design-Basis Overpower Critera
For the ROP trips, the basic safety requirement is that
the integrity of the primary heat transport (PHT) system
be maintained if an overpower were to occur. The ROP
system must trip the reactor before excessive fuel
overheating could result in a failure of the pressure
tubes. Then, in the event of fuel failure, any released
radioactivity is retained within the PHT system, prt^en-
ting any possibility of a release to the public.

Although AECL experiments have demonstrated that
CANDU fuel can be operated in dryout and melting con-
ditions without damage to pressure tubes, prevention of
fuel centreline melting is nevertheless set as a conve-
nient but conservative safety design criterion for
CANDU ROP systems.

For the 37-element fuel used in most current CANDU
reactors, centreline melting is calculated to first occur
under post-dryout conditions, either as an immediate
consequence of the dryout or (more commonly) at a
somewhat higher power. The limiting channel powers
derived on the basis of the centreline melting criterion
are known as "critical channel powers" or CCPs. These
limiting CCPs are calculated on the basis of CHF
(critical heat flux) correlations derived from full-scale
laboratory experiments and fuel temperature cal-
culations based on accumulated experimental data on
CANDU fuel.

3.0 DESCRIPTION OF CANDU ROP SYSTEMS

3.1 General description
Each ROP system consists of 20 to 50 self-powered in-
core flux detectors, contained within the core in vertical
or horizontal tubes known as assemblies, together with
associated amplifiers, trip comparators, display and
test circuits, and other trip logic circuitry. (Figures 1, 2
and 3). (In the latest CANDU designs, all trip logic,
display and test functions are incorporated into Shut-
down System trip computers.)

The flux detector assemblies are located within the
relatively cool low-pressure moderator, between and
perpendicular to the fuel channels. To ensure physical
separation, the SDS1 ROP detectors and shutdown
mechanisms are vertically oriented, while the SDS2

detectors and poison injection tubes are horizontal.
Figure 3 shows typical detector layouts.** As is in-
dicated on Figures 1 and 2, the detectors in each ROP
system are divided into 3 sub-sets, each associated
with one of the shutdown system "trip channels".

Each ROP detector has a preset trip setpoint. If the
signal from any detector in a trip channel exceeds the
detector's setpoint, then that trip channel is tripped.
Trip by any 2 of the 3 channels initiates a reactor shut-
down.

Thus, although the two ROP systems together have
from 50 to 100 detectors, reactor shutdown will occur if
as few as two detectors, in different trip channels (but
the same ROP system) were to "see" a high local flux in
excess of their preset setpoints.

The detector and assembiy locations for each ROP
system are carefully optimized to ensure coverage of
any flux shape that could arise in the operating reactor,
while minimizing any potential for spurious trips and
possible restrictions on reactor operating powers due
to inadequate margins to trip. (See final sections).

3.2 Two Out of Three Coincidence
Trip on 2 out of 3 coincidence is extensively used in
reactor safety systems (including ROP in CANDU) to en-
sure a high level of system reliability and availability. In
a 2 out of 3 coincidence system, trip sensors and
associated relays are triplicated, and a trip is initiated
when any two trip channels indicate a 'trip' condition.

Thus, if a sensor or trip channel were to fail 'unsafe'
(i.e. not provide a trip signal when required), the remain-
ing two channels would continue to (.rovide protection.
On the other hand, if a sensor or trip channel were to fail
'safe' (i.e. provide a spurious t«ip signal), this would not,
in itself, produce a spurious trip of the reactor. This
redundancy against both types of failure provides a
high level of reliability and availability, and allows the
system to be easily tested while the reactor operates.

Although a trip is initiated on a 2 out of 3 coincidence
basis, for design purposes the concept of 2/3 coin-
cidence implicitly requires that at least one detector in
each of the three trip channels must 'see' each over-
power condition.

3.3 Detector Characteristics
Figure 4 shows one type of the prompt-responding self-
powered in-core flux detectors used in the ROP
systems to measure local flux and power.

These detectors are basically co-axial cables, with a
metallic outer sheath (often of Inconel), a mineral oxide
insulation layer, and a metallic central wire called an
emitter. Placed ir a radiation flux, the detector pro-
duces a current proportional to the magnitude of the
flux without any external voltage being applied. (For ad-
ditional information, see references 3, 4, 5.)

In the ROP detectors, the larger-diameter sensitive

"Figures 3,5,6 and 7 have been added from conference
presentation.
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Figure 1 ROP trip for shutdown system No.1
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Figure 2 ROP system for shutdown system No.2
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Figure 3 Typical ROP detector layouts



COLLECTOR INSULATION SHEATH INSULATION

EMITTER
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. DETECTOR SECTION.
~ 85 cm

LEAD CABLE
-v 2 TO 5 m

Figure 4 Self-powered in-core flux detector for CANDU ROP systems

section extends over 2 to 3 lattice pitches (57 to 85 cm)
- short enough to see any localized perturbation while
being long enough to reduce sensitivity to refuelling of
an adjacent fuel channel. The drawn reduced-diameter
section forms a lead-cable extending to a connector
jack at the end of the assembly tube, where connecting
cables feed the signal to amplifiers and the trip logic.

In current reactors, two types of detectors prompt-
responding have been employed for ROP: Inconel-
Inconel detectors, and those with Platinum-clad emit-
ters. Dynamic compensation in the signal amplifier is
used to obtain a signal matching the dynamic variation
of the power to the fuel.

4.0 ROP FLUX SHAPES

The flux and power distributions in the core when the
overpower occurs affect not only the peak bundle and
channel powers, but also how well the ROP flux detec-
tors "see" the overpower condition. Hence, the possible
flux shapes that could arise in the reactor are a basic
element of the ROP design process.

The basic design requirement is that the ROP trips
must provide overpower protection for any flux, power
and burnup distribution, and any device configuration,
normal or abnormal, that could arise in the operating
reactor, together with any possible changes in local
zone controller or xenon levels.

4.1 Refuelling Ripple and Recalibration
Because of on-power fuelling, the core in an operating
CANDU reactor will typically have channels and
bundles with a mixture of widely varying irradiations
(burnups) a,id varying powers. As fuel in a channel
reaches its maximum burnup it is discharged and re-
placed with fresh fuel. The resulting variation in in-
dividual channel powers about their time-average
values is known as refuelling ripple. Figure 5c. shows
a typical rippled power distribution.

A basic simplification in the ROP design process is
to separate the effect of refuelling ripple from the other
flux-shape variations - i.e., those due to reactivity
devices or xenon changes. The perturbation cases used
to design the ROP systems are thus based on an
idealized ripple-free nominal power distribution with
time-average or equilibrium-burnup fuel properties.

The effect of refuelling ripple is accounted for subse-
quently, while the reactor operates, through a recalibra-
tion procedure essentially as follows:
a) the maximum ratio of the current (rippled) channel

power to the reference power for that channel is
calculated; this parameter is called the Channel
Power Peaking Factor or CPPF;

b) the ROP detectors are recalibrated to the product of
the CPPF and the current reactor power (i.e. so that
their readings will equal the CPPF when the reactor
is at 100% power);

c) the recalibration is done at frequent intervals, while
the reactor is operating in a reasonably steady con-
dition; errors that might creep in between recalibra-
tions are provided for in a portion of the overall error
allowance. Figure 5b illustrates the process.

To illustrate, if the CPPF is 1.08 and the reactor is at
100%, the ROP detectors will be reset during recalibra-
tion to read 108%. Not only are the detectors now cali-
brated to the current flux shape but the margin between
each detector and its setpoint is reduced by 8%, just as
some channel powers are 8% closer to their CCPs than
they were in the original ROP analysis with an unrippled
reference core. The CPPF recalibration procedure is
conservative since it applies to all parts of the core a
maximum ripple factor that is appropriate and needed
in only certain parts of the core.

In practice, adjustments are made to the recalibra-
tion procedure outlined above, both for operational con-
venience and to take into account the conservatism.

4.2 Reactivity Control Mechanisms
The number anr; variety of reactivity control



Values shown are ratios of "rippled" channel powers
to nominal or time-average values.
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Figure 5b ROP recalibration by CPPF to provide for fuelling ripple



mechanisms nave a significant impact on the design of
the ROP systems. In a CANDU reactor, five means are
used for short or long-term adjustment and control of
reactivity and power levels:
a) Liquid zone controllers: 14 or 20 individual compart-

ments filled with variable amounts of light (ordinary)
water (a mild absorber in a D20 reactor); used for con-
tinual fine flux control-bulk and spatial:

b) Adjuster rods: 21 to 27 solid absorber rods, grouped
into banks: the adjusters normally reside in the core
and have two purposes: core power shaping (axial
and radial flattening), and to provide positive reactivi-
ty upon their removal (i.e. for startups, reactivity
"shim", etc).

c) Mechanical control absorbers (MCAs): 4 in number,
similar in design to shutoff rods and normally held
out of core: the MCAs may be driven into core to
compensate for excess overall reactivity or dropped
into core to initiate a rapid power reduction or "step-
back".

(A typical layout of CANDU reactivity devices is shown
in Figure 6).

d) Moderator poison: a boron salt dissolved in the
moderator for long-term reactivity adjustments, and
a gadolinium salt (burnable poison) for short-term
adjustments.

e) Refuelling: typically at a rate of about 2 to 5 channels
per day. with either 4 or 8 fuel bundles of 12 in a
channel replaced per visit.

On-line control of spatial power distribution in a CANDU
reactor using these mechanisms is described in
reference (6).

4.3 Design-basis case-set

The ROP systems are designed on the basis of a com-
prehensive set of perturbation simulations, known as
the design-basis case-set, representative of all normal
operating conditions and device configurations and any
abnormal device configurations that could arise in the
operating reactor.
Experience has shown that if:

a) the ROP design has a reasonably-sized and well-
distributed set of detectors;

b) the design-basis includes cases representative of all
normal operating configurations, all single-device
abnormal configurations, and certain types of
double-device abnormal conditions;

c) where appropriate, the case-set includes variations
representing the range of possible zone controller
actions (or includes an error term for zone controller
actions): and

d) for xenon, major transients only (such as startups)
need be included.

Ihen the ROP design will also ^eperally cover any
related unanaly.7ed configurations, •' n different core
burnup patterns, zone controller levels, xenon levels,
device burnups or device insertions, as well as covering

combined device perturbations where the individual
device cases had been included.

The ROP design-basis set would typically include the
following types of cases:
(1) Normal Operating Cases

• normal core with zone controllers at various
average levels (20 to 80%)

• MCAs fully or partially inserted, in banks of two
• startup (xenon override after short shutdown, all

adjusters out)
• reactor power stepbacks (!o 90. 75 or 50% F.P.)
• adjuster withdrawals for reactivity "shim"

These cases would be simulated with and without nor-
mal spatial control.
(2) Abnormal Configurations

• one or more zone controller compartments drained
• general zone controller malfunctions
• loss of spatial control (harmonic xenon transients)
• adjusters removed (single, and various com-

binations)
• out of sequence adjuster withdrawals
• MCAs inserted: single rod. 3 rods
• MCAs inserted with adjusters being withdrawn
• operations with shutoff rod inserted into core
• and other cases as appropriate.

Typically, there would be 150 to 500 cases in the
design-basis set. plus several hundred additional
cases to "test" the validity of the coverage.

5.0 DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

5.1 Economic significance
The ROP design process also has a significant
economic aspect - the potential derating or reduction
in margin to trip during normal reactor operations due
to non-optimal ROP design. Achievable reactor
operating powers can be significantly affected by the
choice of detector locations and channelization for the
ROP design.

(Trip margins and deratings are closely linked. If the
ROP trip margin is inadequate for a certain operating
condition, there will be an increased risk of a spurious
trip occurring due to refuelling, zone controller move-
ments, etc. To avoid this, the operator may choose to
operate at a reduced power - derate - in order to main-
tain an adequate margin. Typically, a minimum margin
to trip will be determined by the operating utility, based
on operating experience, judgment and analysis of the
indifference point between the incremental cost of the
energy lost due to the derating against the incremental
cost of additional spurious trips.)

This results in an optimization problem - to select a
set of ROP detector locations, setpoints and chan-
nelization that will provide ROP protection, on a 3 chan-
nel basis, for all cases in the design-basis set. while
minimizing the resultant restrictions on the flux shapes
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representative of normal operating conditions. These
cases, a subset of the design-basis set, are called the
"economic case set". 1 2 1 158 113 164

The incentive for optimization is considerable. The ' ^ ™g ^ 2 III
present worth to the reactor operator of each additional 67 230242236
percent of reduced derating or increased operating trip &8 311 299 305
margin may be of the order of $10 to $20 million per g°

 2J^ 2J£ [ "
reactor unit. Using the optimization procedures outlined us 311 299293
below, current CANDU designs attain performance, in us 311 26? 305
terms of the normal operating powers allowed by the ^ 23° • " 23^
ROP systems, equal to theoretical limits for the more n o 139 2 1 7 195

common operating configurations and within 1 % for 346 189 217 224
the less common conditions. ^ ™ ™ ™ ™

5.2 Outline of Optimization Procedure HI ?2"4 5° 2b
H ,^

The CANDU ROP design optimization procedure is em- 28<j 352 5? 35a 19
bodied in a proprietary code called ROVER and in- 293 3 14 20 26
eludes the following steps: 297 230273 85 39
a) A set of potential detector locations is assembled *™ ^ ^ ^ s

(e.g., at 0.5 lattice pitch intervals along 20 to 50 5G0 ia9 217 256 285
potential tssembly locations), and the flux detector SPI 189 242 299 217
readings and required trip setpoints are calculated l ^ ^2 " " ^ ™
for each detector and case. id4 8=129 39122 33

b) For each design-basis case, the 3 or 4 detector loca- l « 98 ^ 14 104 20
tions that "least derate" the economic (operating) 2 9 1 5 0 73 56 6 1 67

cases are found. (This may be the least weighted- 2^ 14 39 20 2s 33
average derating or on an incremental basis). 4 7 9 ?A2 ? " 14 73 2 0

4SO 2f. 33 256 6] 285

c) For some cases, even the best detector locations 5 ] yiA 50 o8 8 ] 4 104

may produce some derating of some of the eco- ~"> 352 358 121? 39 122 33
nomic cases. These "irreducible" deratings will £ ^ ^ £ ^ ^ *°4

allow additional detectors to be included in the -,1 352 85 358 170 7 , \M 79

coverage-set for other cases (i.e. beyond the initial 3 s& 230 311 268 n« 242 290 24s
or 4) without incurring any additional derating of the J 4 6 " ? 85 1 7 n i ! 73 1 M 39

. 2 9 9 2 3 0 2 7 J 1 8 Q 1 H J 9 8 1 4 0 2 / 9

economic case-set. 5 f 230 311 268 273 242 299 279 262
This results in a matrix of detector locations (at least 59 2?o 268 273 nu 223 140 35s na

3 but generally more per case) against cases, known as 9 ! 21- lsy 324 50 1 4 0 i 1 8 56 61

. . . . . „ i-i_- • ^ „•- „ -j x ^ 28) 311 268 352 217 223 85 358 128

the coverage matrix . This is a set of best detector 37 23O 311 26S 2 7 3 242 2 9 9 217 2 2 3 1 2 0

locations which have the minimum possible effect on 38 2^0 311 268 273 i89 242 299 ia3 98
deratings or trip margins for the economic case-set. " 23° 311 2f8 273 2"2 2 " 2I7 223 17°
d) The next step is a Boolean reduction of the initial « »° ]\\ % H] \% \« ™ \H J«

coverage matrix to eliminate cases with similar 5? 273 189 i83 324 50 140 318 279 152
coverage requirements. This results in a "reduced 9 0 3 1 1 2 e s 3 « 2 2 3 8 5 35S 1 7 0 73 79

coverage mat r i x " , w h i c h is the i r reducib le kerne! of 2
2f6 \l°0

 2
2H 2 4 2

 ls
gl

 3 ^ 7^ ™ l
7 ° 3

2\
a
g

cases, with unique coverage requirements, imbed- so 2?o 273 I&J 183 321 ge s 3ie ic4 236
ding in it the maximum attainable performance over 5 1 311268352217223 ss 358 170 164 sss
.. . •-. _ . . 83 230 311 352 324 140 170 73 164 152 67

the economic cases. Figure 7 shows a representa- 4 i 230 311 268 242 299 217 223 12s 122 262 248
tive matrix. 82 230 311 352 324 98 12a 14 104 122 20 26

e) The 'reduced coverage matrix' is then channelized, ^ f!8, 2 7 3 J ° " ° 1 2 8 39 2 7 9 I 2 2 i=2 " ^
. . „ . . . ., . . 29° 230 311 242 299 86 98 8 170 14 104 164

or grouped into 3 unique subsets, and the trip set- i 3 n 382 324 50 98 140 12s 170 104 122 164 152
points required to provide coverage of the design- is 230 ?ii 268 273 352 242 299 i83 217 223 35s 279
basis set are determined. Additional detectors may ^ ^ ° ^J 2 | | 2 7 3 i?9 242 iea 223 324 31s 279 305
be added to improve redundancy or to as-./it with 2 i 230 311 268 273 III III III 133 223 324 lil let
channelization. 183 23° ?n ?&s 273 i89 299 183 217 223 164 152 iss

569 230 311 268 273 189 183 217 223 140 128 279 262
53 230 311 189 352 183 223 85 98 358 8 17C 318

5.3 Optimization of Reference Power Shape
CACE

A final step in the design optimization is to optimize the NO" D E T E C T O R S
reference channel power distribution (used as a basis
for the calculated CPPFs and thus as a target for fuel I- Figure 7 Reduced coverage matrix (typical)



ing operations), in order to improve operational trip
margins and/or the degree of redundancy in a given de-
tector layout.

This process is called "reforming" the reference
power shape.

Basically, it is achieved by reducing the reference
channel power for the most limiting channels, while in-
creasing powers for other less limiting channels. A
larger increase in power can thus be tolerated for the
limiting channels, which can be used to increase
operating trip margins or to improve redundancy in
coverage for the limiting case.

The gain in margins will only be realized to the extent
to which the new reference power shape can be fuelled to
as easily as the previous one. If the new reforence shape
is harder to fuel to, this may result in higher CPPFs and
reducsd operating margins, thus offsetting at least part
of the original gain in margins.

A subsequent probabilistic analysis is used to
assess the overall performance of the ROP designs and
the adequacy of the safety margins.
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